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ABSTRACT

In this part of the work numerical and experimental results are produced for the analysis of the roll motion of ships with
free surface liquids on board. The mathematical model for the evaluation of the ship rolling motion was presented in the
first part of the work together with the experimental setup used for validation. Two different tank geometries, a rectangular
unbaffied tank and the same provided with a vertical baffie are investigated. The main peculiarities of the dynamic system
are evidenced. When an unbaffied and partially filled tank is analyzed, the system can be regarded as a lightly damped two
degrees of freedom dynamic system and a two-peak roll response in the frequency domain is shown. When a baffied configu
ration is studied, depending on the natural damping of liquid sloshing inside the tank, the two-peak response can be loose. It
has been also observed that the presence of a vertical internal baffie provides a strong reduction of the roll angle as com
pared to the unbaffied geometry in all the cases investigated. Discussions on the mathematical and physical features of the
problem investigated are also reported.
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the mathematical model and to the clinometer, not suitable to fol
low fast transients.

The variation of the roll natural period versus the filling depths

inside the tank is presented in Fig. 4 (including very shallow
water conditions).The shipping of free surface liquids on board
causes the variation of the low frequency resonance. The value of
the previous natural frequency is in the general cases lower than
in the case without liquids on board, and it will diminish, reduc
ing the liquid depth inside the tank.

Some more comments about the roll-sloshing coupling are nec
essary. In Table I the natural roll frequencies of the ship without
liquid cargo and with three different liquid depths inside the tank
are reported. The values obtained in the case of frozen cargo
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Fig. I Roll decay test: Computed and measured roll angle versus

time for )JBT = 0.15 in unbaffled tank

Numerical computations were performed in the conditions
mentioned in Part I of this work. The hydrodynamic coefficients
to be included in the roll motion equation were derived from the

roll decay tests starting from 5° of initial inclination for the ship
without free surface liquids on board. The wave slope coefficient
was calculated using the IMO (1987) formula.

The first computations were carried out for the free decay tests
with free surface liquids on board. We consider this test very
important in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the mathemati
cal model. The time records of the computed and measured roll
angle for the three filling depths in the case of an unbaffled tank
are in Figs. I -3. It is clearly shown that the mathematical model
herein proposed predicts the roll period of the ship with free sur
face liquids on board very well, although some discrepancy is
observed in the roll amplitude during the decaying. This weak
disagreement was attributed to the lacking of the sway motion in
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In this part of the work the mathematical model previously

described and developed is applied to the analysis of the roll
motion of the ship with free surface liquids on board. In order to
validate the mathematical model experimental tests were carried
out.

The experimental setup was presented in the first part of the
work.


